GERES CARBON AUDIT
Save on Energy, Invest in Tomorrow

Concerned about the

carbon footprint
of your structure?

too much
on energy costs?
Spending

Choose the Cambodian
leader in carbon auditing for a
tailor-made service, complying
with international standards,
using local solutions.

A short term return on
investment guaranteed!

CARBON AUDITING YOUR ORGANIZATION,
THE BEST INVESTMENT IN TOMORROW !

Reduce your
energy costs

Up to 25% savings on
your energy bill with
minimal investment.

Create business
opportunities

benefit from the rise
of new markets
seeking low carbon
goods and services.

Participate actively
in climate change
mitigation
take an active lead on
placing Cambodia on a
more sustainable path
and enhance your
corporate image.

Improve your
corporate spirit

bring your teams
together around a
corporate project,
offering them
awareness on carbon
emission and climate
change.

GERES: 18 years of expertise in Cambodia

Since 1994, GERES has been working in Cambodia to develop
energy-efficient solutions designed to preserve the environment,
fight against climate change and improve the living conditions of
the Cambodian population.
The experienced GERES team in Cambodia offers services,
environmental solutions and consulting to companies, international
organizations and local communities.

YOUR CARBON AUDIT, A PROCESS IN 4 STEPS
1. DEFINING the scope of intervention, based on a tailor-made approach.

2. RAISING AWARNESS on climate change among your staff (English
and/or Khmer).

3. COLLECTING the necessary data with user friendly processes to
calculate your carbon footprint.

4. PROVIDING practical recommendations to reduce your energy
consumption and costs (both no-cost tips and investment projects with
pay-back period) and follow-up sessions.

Dominique MAS – French Embassy
of Cambodia
The audit was a success thanks to the strong
effort on awareness rising lead by GERES
toward the French and Cambodian agents of
the embassy. They are now convinced by the
importance of an evolution of their everyday
behavior, in their professional and personal
life, in a country such as Cambodia, subject
to high climatic risks.

GERES follows the methodology of The Greenhouse
Gas Protocol-A Corporate Accounting & Reporting
Standard (Revised Edition), the international
standard for carbon auditing. The reference data is
issued from the standard national and international
sources.*

‘

John MCGINLEY - ANZ in South-East
Asia
ANZ Royal would like to thank GERES for the
efficiency with which they has guided us. We
now know what our carbon footprint is, and
how to improve our environmental,
performance. In the context of our
partnership, the Carbon Audit team provided
us with high quality reports, including very
clear and practical recommendations aimed
at reducing our footprint and our overheads.

‘

Climate change in Cambodia : why we all care
In 2011, Cambodia was
considered part of the

“extremely” vulnerable
countries to climate change.
Based on the Maplecroft’s Climate
Change Vulnerability Index

The carbon emissions of
a company of 50
people equals the
annual emissions of

1,250 inhabitants.

Buildings contribute to
40% in the world in
energy use,
transportation 30% and
industry 30%.

Laure Comble, Senior Carbon Advisor is your Project Manager.
Energy and Environmental Engineer, with 4 years of experience in
energy efficiency and auditing.

Telephone: +855 (0)16 455 913
Email: carbon-audits@geres.eu
www.carbonaudit.geres.eu

* French Environment and Energy Management Agency (ADEME);

UK Department for
the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (UK DEFRA); UN Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC); US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA)

